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ABSTRACT

In wireless ad hoc networks, nodes communicate with each other using multihop routed transmission

in which hop-by-hop cooperative diversity can be effectively employed. This paper proposes (i) two

cooperation models for per-link cooperation (PLC) and per-node cooperation (PNC) for exploiting cooper-

ative diversity in wireless ad hoc networks and (ii) a cooperative routing algorithm for the above models

in which best relays are selected for cooperative transmission. First, two cooperation models for PLC

and PNC are introduced and represented as an edge-weighted graph with effective link quality. Then,

the proposed models are transformed into a simplified graph and a cooperative routing algorithm with

O(n2) time is developed, where n is the number of nodes in the network. The effectiveness of the algorithm

is confirmed for the two cooperation models using simulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cooperative communication refers to scenarios

where distributed devices interact with each other

for joint transmission of the information in wireless

environment. In other words, wireless nodes in the

network work in collaboration and not in opposition.

Collaboration among wireless nodes at the physical

layer is an efficient way to introduce diversity [2,3].

Cooperative diversity allows a collection of radio

terminals to relay signals cooperatively for each

other in wireless fading channels [4-6]. This im-

proves the bit error rate (BER) of weak and noisy

links significantly resulting in more reliable trans-

mission and higher throughput. Throughout this

paper, cooperative diversity means diversity ex-

ploited at the physical layer by multiple users or

nodes.

Since wireless ad hoc networks are usually tem-

porary constructs and typically operate in noisy

and unstable environments exploiting cooperative

diversity could be extremely useful and would sig-

nificantly improve communication reliability and

network throughput. It is reported that communi-

cation quality in ad hoc networks is low and users

can experience strong fluctuation of link quality in

practical operation environments [7]. The possi-

bility of achieving cooperative diversity by em-

ploying multiple paths in dense multihop networks

is noted in [8]. It is shown that performance can
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be improved by exploiting cooperative diversity in

wireless sensor networks [9] and in wireless ad

hoc networks [10] and also the importance of coop-

erative transmission in wireless ad hoc networks

is noted [11,12].

A cooperation mechanism based on DSTC in

wireless ad hoc networks was proposed in [13],

where cooperative transmission is carried out

through a series of relay discovery, transmission

from sender to relay, and cooperative transmission

from both sender and relay to receiver1). After

transmitting a pseudo-noise code, a sender re-

ceives acknowledgements with signal-to-interfer-

ence plus noise ratio (SINR) from potential relays

and chooses the relay with the highest SINR. Then,

the sender transmits two symbols of data to the

relay in two consecutive time slots (symbol

periods.) Now both sender and relay cooperatively

transmit their two coded symbols based on DSTC

to the receiver in two consecutive time slots,

respectively. Finally, the receiver combines the two

signals and detects the original symbol in each

time slot.

To incorporate physical layer for cooperative di-

versity in wireless ad hoc networks, medium ac-

cess control (MAC) mechanisms have been studied.

In the distributed automatic repeat request [14], a

source and cascaded relays simultaneously trans-

mit the same data packet on a multihop routing

path repeatedly until the source receives the cor-

rect acknowledgement from the destination. Coo-

perative MAC and routing protocols for wireless

ad hoc networks are presented in [15], but it is as-

sumed that sender and receiver receive all control

packets from each other without cooperation and

directional knowledge on neighbors is necessary

for routing. A MAC protocol to support multiple

relays is introduced in [16], but it has a short-

1) To avoid getting confused, in this paper, source and

destination denote the end-to-end nodes on a

multihop path and sender and receiver denote the end

nodes on a link.

coming that if the sender uses k relays, the receiver

must have at least k relays. For transmission, mul-

tiple relays should be chosen and they transmit pi-

lot tones in orthogonal channels either in time or

in code to estimate channel state information (CSI).

Neighbor nodes are identified using ‘hello’ mes-

sages. More recently, a cooperative diversity MAC

(CD-MAC), which exploits cooperative diversity

via DSTC and can be implemented using the exist-

ing technologies such as IEEE 802.11, was pro-

posed [17].

In this paper, we propose two cooperation mod-

els for per-link cooperation (PLC) and per-node

cooperation (PLC) for exploiting cooperative di-

versity in wireless ad hoc networks. Then, we

simplify these models and develop a cooperative

routing algorithm with best relay selection2) to

support hop-by-hop cooperative diversity. For ex-

ploiting hop-by-hop cooperative diversity, the

proposed PLC and PNC are represented as an

edge-weighted graph with effective link quality

and then, transformed into a simplified graph by

which the cooperative routing algorithm with O(n2)

time is developed, where n is the number of nodes

in the network. Our computer simulation validates

the effectiveness of the algorithm for cooperation

models for PLC and PNC in a sample network.

This paper is a revised and extended version of

[1], in which some erroneous and inappropriate

presentations are corrected, revised and extended

significantly. In particular, system model is sys-

tematically reconstructed and performance evalua-

tion is newly added for demonstrating the superi-

ority of PLC and PNC.

The rest of the paper is constructed as follows:

Section 2 examines the system model in question.

Section 3 presents two cooperation models for PLC

and PNC to exploit cooperative diversity in the

wireless ad hoc networks with arbitrary topology.

In Section 4, model transformation and cooperative

2) To achieve cooperative diversity, cooperative routing

requires best relay selection in terms of link quality.
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routing are discussed. Section 5 discusses per-

formance study including simulation environment

and results. Finally, Section 6 offers conclusions.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

In wireless ad hoc networks, numerous nodes

are spread over network area and communicate

with each other using multihop routed trans-

mission rather than direct connection. To exploit

cooperative diversity for cooperative communica-

tion in wireless ad hoc networks, this study con-

siders DSTC [18,19]. A relay decodes symbols re-

ceived from the sender and then re-encodes and

transmits them again to the receiver together with

the sender. DSTC is used to obtain transmission

diversity in virtual MISO transmission from both

sender and relay to the receiver. Even though more

than one relay can be assigned to each trans-

mission, it is suggested that selecting a single best

relay is better in terms of maximizing capacity [20-

22]. For simplicity, one relay per sender is assumed

in this study. Every node has a half-duplex anten-

na and the channel between the nodes is symmetric

with the same transmission power.

In a wireless ad hoc network with DSTC-based

cooperative diversity, the sender transmits two

symbols s1 and s2 to its relay in two consecutive

time slots or symbol periods (in time slots i and

i + 1 in Fig. 1), respectively. Note here that the

sender-relay channel should be much more reliable

than both sender-receiver and relay-receiver

channels. The relay decodes the received symbols

and re-encodes them for cooperative transmission.

Both the sender and the relay transmit their coded

symbols based on DSTC simultaneously to the re-

ceiver in two consecutive time slots (in time slots

i + 2 and i + 3 in Fig. 1), respectively. The symbol

sequence (i.e., code symbol vector C) transmitted

by the sender-relay pair is
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where rows (time) refer to two consecutive time

slots in up-to-down order and columns (space)

represent code symbols transmitted by the sender

and the relay, respectively, in left-to-right order

and * denotes conjugation and ^ represents trans-

mission from the relay. Then, the receiver receives

two signals and combines them in each time slot.

The two decoded symbols r1 and r2 can be repre-

sented as
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where h1 and h2 represent the channel gain or chan-

nel attenuation for sender-receiver and relay-re-

ceiver channels respectively, which are assumed to

be scalar and constant over two consecutive sym-

bol periods (time slots), and n1 and n2 represent the

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) for two

consecutive symbol periods respectively, and are

modeled as independently and identically dis-

tributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean complex Gaussian ran-

dom variables. The channel gains (sometimes

called Rayleigh fading coefficient) h1 and h2 capture

the combined effect of path loss, shadowing, and

small scale and multipath fading. Note that the path

loss attenuation is proportional to δ–a, where δ is

the distance between the sender and the receiver

and a is a constant in the range 2 ≤ a ≤ 5 [23].

Noises n1 and n2 represent thermal noise and other

interference upon the receiver. It is assumed that

CSI is fixed throughout the transmission block and

estimated accurately at the receiver, but it is not

available at the sender. Let R = [r1,r2]
T
be the re-

ceived signal vector, H = [h1,h2]
T be the scalar ma-

trix of two constant channel gains, and N = [n1,n2]
T

be the noise vector. Then, Equation (4) can be re-

duced as

R = C × H + N. (5)
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Fig. 1 shows information symbols transmitted

by the sender and the relay in consecutive time

slots to exploit cooperative diversity based on

DSTC.

i i + 1 i + 3i + 2

s1 c1 –c*2

Time slot

Sender

Relay

s2

c*1c*1c2c2

Fig. 1. Information symbols transmitted by sender

and relay in consecutive time slots.

Two metrics of signal strength (SS) and sig-

nal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) can be

used to indicate link quality that is used as a build-

ing block to derive path quality. SINR is used in

this study because SS makes no account for inter-

ference and noise, both of which are important CSI.

In general, wireless signals suffer from noise and

interference. While the receiver receives one frame,

other frames may arrive at the receiver resulting

in interference. The effective noise level can be ob-

tained by adding up the noise figure of a network

interface card (NIC) onto the thermal noise [24].

As a result, the SINR of the receiving frame is cal-

culated by

å
¹

+
=

ri
i

r

NP
PSINR

(6)

where P r is the received power (signal strength)

of the frame, P i stands for individual received pow-

er of other frames received by the receiver simul-

taneously, and N is the effective noise at the

receiver.

3. TWO COOPERATION MODELS

In this section, two cooperation models for PLC

and PNC are proposed and presented in terms of

relay selection and link quality. They will be trans-

formed into simplified models in the next section

to derive a cooperative routing algorithm.

3.1 Per-Link Cooperation (PLC) Model

Fig. 2 shows cooperative transmission with re-

lays along a routing path based on the PLC model

in which a relay is selected per link. Note that al-

though many wireless nodes are randomly de-

ployed, only the nodes along the cooperative rout-

ing path are shown Figs. 2 and 3 for simplicity.

Each per-link relay transmits signals cooperatively

with one of two end nodes in either direction if any

of its two partners on the main routing path re-

quests cooperation. The main routing path repre-

sents the routing path from the source to the desti-

nation without relays. For each link along the main

routing path from the source s to the destination

d, a relay should be selected so that best relaying

quality is achieved. In Fig. 2, node i transmits a

packet to its receiver j cooperatively with the link

(i, j)’s relay r; likewise, the node j transmits a

packet to the node i cooperatively with the same

relay r through each node’s half-duplex antenna.

Note that data packets are transmitted from s to

d while acknowledge packets go in the opposite

direction.

Fig. 2. Cooperative transmission with relays along

routing path based on a PLC network.

A wireless ad hoc network with arbitrary top-

ology and symmetric nodes where every link be-

tween the nodes has a specified link quality can

be represented as an edge-weighted graph G = (V,

E) with weight function w: E→R. Note that weight

w(u, v) is the link quality (i.e., SINR) of link (u,

v). Without loss of generality, weight function and

link quality function are used interchangeably in

this paper. Now, we define the best two-hop relay-

ing path of the link, the cooperatively combined

quality of the link, and the path quality as follows:
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Definition 1. The best two-hop relaying path

of the link (u, v) in PLC is a two-hop relaying path

with the path quality of ))()(min(max r,νw,u,rw
N(v)N(u)r ÇÎ ,

where N(u) and N(v) are the sets of u’s and v’s

one-hop away neighbors, respectively.

In general, a relay is not always found for a link.

In case no relay is available for the link (u, v), no

two-hop relaying path of link (u, v) is defined and,

thus, w(u, r) = w(r, v) = 0 resulting in

))()(min(max r,νw,u,rw
N(v)N(u)r ÇÎ .

Definition 2. The cooperatively combined qual-

ity of the link (u, v) and its best two-hop relaying

path in PLC is

))()min(w(max )()( r,νw,u,ru,νwu,νw
N(v)N(u)rl ÇÎ

+=
(7)

where N(u) and N(v) are the sets of u’s and v’s

one-hop away neighbors, respectively.

Definition 3. The path quality of a cooperative

routing path i in PLC is ),(min 1,,]1)(,0[ +-Î jijililj
vvw

,

where l(i) is the length of path i in which relaying

links are not counted, vi,j is jth node of path i, and

wl(vi,j, vi,j+1) is the cooperatively combined quality

of link (vi,j, vi,j+1) and its best two-hop relaying

path.

In Definition 1 and 2, N(u) ∩ N(v) is the set

of all possible relay candidates for the link (u, v).

The path quality of serialized links is obtained by

‘minimum’ operation while that of parallel links ex-

ploiting cooperative diversity is given by ‘sum’

operation. The per-hop path quality of a coopera-

tive routing path i can be represented as

),(min
)(

1
1,,]1)(,0[ +-Î jijililj

vvw
il and it can be used as a

metric to find the cooperative routing path in a

wireless ad hoc network. That is, among multiple

possible paths, the cooperatively relaying path with

the highest per-hop path quality should be the co-

operative routing path.

3.2 Per-Node Cooperation (PNC) Model

Fig. 3 shows cooperative transmission with re-

lays along a routing path based on the PNC model,

in which a relay is selected per node. When the

partner on the main routing path requests coopera-

tion each per-node relay cooperatively transmits

signals to either the proceeding or the succeeding

node of its partner. The main routing path repre-

sents the routing path from the source to the desti-

nation without relays. For each node along the

routing path from source s to destination d, a relay

is selected so that the best relaying quality is

achieved. In Fig. 3, a node i transmits a packet to

its receiver j cooperatively with its relay ri; like-

wise, the node j transmits a packet to the node i

cooperatively with its relay rj. Note that data pack-

ets are transmitted from s toward d while ac-

knowledge packets go in the opposite direction.

The author introduced a basic form of this model

in [17] for MAC design.

Fig. 3. Cooperative transmission with relays along

a routing path on a PNC network.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, a wireless ad hoc

network of arbitrary topology with symmetric no-

des, where every link between the nodes has a

specified link quality, can be represented as an

edge-weighted graph G = (V, E) with weight

(quality) function w: E→R, where w(u, v) is the

link quality (i.e., SINR) of link (u, v). The best

two-hop relaying path of the link, the cooperatively

combined quality of the link, and the path quality

in the PNC model are defined as follows:

Definition 4. The best two-hop relaying path

of the link (u, v) in PNC is a two-hop relaying

path with the path quality of
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)),(),,(),,(),,(min(max
)(),(

urwrvwvrwruw vvuuvNruNr vu ÎÎ ,

where N(u) and N(v) are the sets of u’s and v’s

one-hop away neighbors, respectively.

Data transmission requires acknowledgement as

in IEEE 802.11 standard [25] and thus, for the link

(u, v), both forward and backward links are taken

into evaluation of the link quality. If either forward

data transmission or backward acknowledgement

fails, the whole hop transmission between u and

v fails as well. Therefore, Definition 4 takes in con-

sideration all the four relaying links . In case no

relay is available for node u, no two-hop relaying

path from u to v is defined and thus w(u, ru) = w(ru,

v) = 0. Likewise, if no relay is available for node

v, no two-hop relaying path from v to u is defined

and thus w(v, rv) = w(rv, u) = 0. If neither ru nor

rv is defined

)),(),,(),,(),,(min(max
)(),(

urwrvwvrwruw vvuuvNruNr vu ÎÎ
=0.

Definition 5. The cooperatively combined

quality of the link (u, v) and its best two-hop re-

laying path in PNC is

))()(),()min(w(max )()( ,ur,wv,rw,νr,wu,ru,νwu,νw ννuuN(v)N(u),rrn
vu ÈÎ

+=

(8)

where N(u) and N(v) are the sets of u’s and v’s

one-hop away neighbors, respectively.

Definition 6. The path quality of a cooperative

routing path i in PNC is
),(min 1,,]1)(,0[ +-Î jijinilj

vvw
,

where l(i) is the length of path i in which relaying

links are not counted, vi,j is jth node of path i, and

wn(vi,j, vi,j+1) is the cooperatively combined quality

of link (vi,j, vi,j+1) and its best two-hop relaying

path.

Similarly to the PLC model, the per-hop path

quality of a cooperative routing path i can be repre-

sented as
),(min

)(
1

1,,]1)(,0[ +-Î jijinilj
vvw

il and it can be

used as a metric to find the cooperative routing

path. As in the PLC model, the cooperatively relay-

ing path with the highest per-hop path quality

should be the cooperative routing path among mul-

tiple candidates.

4. COOPERATIVE ROUTING

In this section, two cooperation models for PLC

and PNC are transformed into a simplified graph

and a cooperative routing algorithm is developed.

Note here that, given a wireless ad hoc network

of arbitrary topology with homogeneous nodes and

symmetric links, the cooperative routing algo-

rithm has to find the cooperative routing path

(including relays) that fully exploits cooperative

diversity. It is quite different from the conventional

approaches [26,27] which do not exploit cooperative

diversity. To transform the two graph models for

PLC and PNC presented in Section 3 into a sim-

plified model, we define a new graph G’ = (V, E’)

with weight (link quality) function w’: E’→R. Note

that the difference between the original graph G

and the transformed graph G’ is only the weight

function of edges; i.e., w’(u, v) in G’ is the trans-

formed link quality (i.e., transformed SINR) of the

link (u, v) in G, which is either wl(u, v) in the PLC

model or wn(u, v) in the PNC model:

î
í
ì

=
PNC). (if otherwise),,(

PLC if),,(
),('

vuw
vuw

vuw
n

l

(9)

The new weight function w’: E’ → R represents

the cooperatively combined quality of link in V(G)

and its best two-hop relaying path(s), which can

be obtained from the equations (7) and (8) for PLC

and PNC, respectively. As a result, two graph

models for PLC and PNC can be coherently trans-

formed into a simplified model by replacing wl(u,

v) or wn(u, v) by w’(u, v). In this paper the coopera-

tive routing path is defined as follows:

Definition 7. Given an edge-weighted graph G’

= (V, E’) with weight (link quality) function w’:

E’ → R, source vertex s and destination vertex d,
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Algorithm 1: Cooperative_Path(G, s, d, model)

Input: G = (V, E) – edge-weighted graph (network) with weight (link quality) function w: E → R, which

is represented by a two-dimensional array

s – source node

d – destination node

model – cooperation model (PLC or PNC)

1: For every link (u, v) ∈ E(G), compute the cooperatively combined quality w’(u, v) of the link (u, v) and

its best two-hop relaying path(s) according to:

1.1: Equation (7) if model = PLC.

1.2: Equation (8) otherwise (if model = PNC).

2: Generate G’ = (V, E’) with new weight (link quality) function w’: E’→R from G.

3: Use the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm with some modification of analogous operations; i.e., substituting

(i) ‘minimum’ operation for ‘sum’ operation within a path and (ii) ‘maximum’ operation for ‘minimum’

operation among paths.

Fig. 4. Algorithm to find the cooperative routing path.

the cooperative routing path is a path with the

per-hop path quality of
),('min

)(
1max 1,,]1)(,0[ +-ÎÎ jijiiljUi

vvw
il ,

where U is the set of all paths from s to d, l(i) is

the length of path i, and vi,j is jth node of path I.

Since a path in G’ is a serially connected chain,

the path quality is obtained by ‘minimum’ operation

as defined by Definitions 3 and 6. For a path i with

length l(i), it can be represented as

),('min 1,,]1)(,0[ +-Î jijiilj
vvw and thus the per-hop path

quality is
),('min

)(
1

1,,]1)(,0[ +-Î jijiilj
vvw

il , where vi,j is jth

node of path i. Let U is the set of all paths from

source s to destination d. Therefore, among |U|

paths from s to d in G’, a path with

),('min
)(

1max 1,,]1)(,0[ +-ÎÎ jijiiljUi
vvw

il has the best (or highest)

per-hop path quality and thus it is the cooperative

routing path.

By investigating the cooperative routing path in

the transformed graph G’, we can deduce that it

is analogous to the so-called shortest path problem

[28] which is to find the shortest path from source

to destination in an edge-weighted graph. Within

a path, the ‘minimum’ operation of qualities on

edges in our cooperative routing is analogous to

the ‘sum’ operation of weights on edges in the

shortest path problem. On the other hand, among

the available paths, the ‘maximum’ operation of

qualities on paths in the cooperative routing is

analogous to the ‘minimum’ operation of weights

on paths in the shortest path problem. Furthermore,

computational complexity of the minimum, max-

imum and sum operations is the same. Therefore,

the algorithm for finding the shortest path in an

edge-weighted graph can be successfully used to

find the cooperative routing path in G’ with some

modification of analogous operations. The typical

algorithm to find the shortest path is Dijkstra’s al-

gorithm [28,29], which computes the shortest path

in an edge-weighted graph in polynomial time.

Note that computational complexity of the

Dijkstra’s algorithm is O(|V| 2), O(|E| log |V| ) or

O(|E| + |V| log |V| ) for representing data struc-

tures of array, binary heap or Fibonacci heap, re-

spectively [28].

Fig. 4 shows the algorithm to find the coopera-

tive routing path for exploiting cooperative diver-

sity in a wireless ad hoc network. In Step 1, the

algorithm computes the cooperatively combined

quality for each link based on the cooperation mod-

el, which is then used to transform coherently G
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= (V, E) into G’ = (V, E’) in Step 2. Finally, in Step

3, it uses the Dijkstra’s algorithm with some mod-

ification of analogous operations for finding the co-

operative routing path. Theorem 1 presents the

correctness and computational complexity of the

proposed algorithm.

Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 finds the cooperative

routing path for exploiting cooperative diversity in

a wireless ad hoc network in O(n2) time, where n

is the number of nodes in the network.

Proof. For every link (u, v) ∈ E(G), the second

terms of the right-hand side in equations (7) and

(8) represent the best two-hop relaying path of link

(u, v) by Definitions 1 and 4. Since the coopera-

tively combined quality of parallel links is obtained

by ‘sum’ operation, the right-hand side in equa-

tions (7) and (8) computes the cooperatively com-

bined quality w’(u, v) of the link (u, v) and its best

two-hop relaying path, which is obtained in Step

1 in Algorithm 1. A transformed graph G’ = (V,

E’) is generated by substituting the cooperatively

combined quality w’(u, v) for w(u, v) in G = (V,

E) in Step 2. By substituting ‘minimum’ operation

for ‘sum’ operation within a path and ‘maximum’

operation for ‘minimum’ operation among paths in

the Dijkstra’s algorithm, the path found in Step 3

is the cooperative routing path by Definition 7. In

terms of computational complexity, Step 1 needs

O(|E| ) since the number of neighbors is usually

a small constant in wireless ad hoc networks, and

Step 2 requires O(|E| ) operations. The computa-

tional complexity of Step 3 is O(|V| 2) for repre-

senting data structures of array3). Thus, the total

complexity becomes O(|E| ) + O(|E| ) + O(|V| 2) =

O(|V| 2) because|E| < |V| 2 in a graph. Therefore,

Algorithm1 finds the cooperative routing path in

3) The time complexity of Dijkstra’s shortest path

algorithm can be O(|V|2), O(|E| log |V|) or O(|E| +

|V| log |V|) for representing data structures of array,

binary heap or Fibonacci heap, respectively [29].

O(n2) time, where n is the number of nodes in the

network. Q.E.D.

Note here that there was no cooperative routing

algorithm suitable for the two cooperation models

for PLC and PNC since the models are newly pro-

posed in this paper and, thus, we have designed

the new cooperative routing algorithm. So, the al-

gorithm may not be directly compared with others

in terms of performance such as computational

complexity. In wireless ad hoc networks, partic-

ularly in static networks such as in most sensor

networks, autonomous self-configuration includ-

ing topology discovery is a basic function. All the

wireless links can be identified. This can be done

by exchanging periodic hello messages between

one-hop away neighboring nodes and collecting

local connectivity information. The hello message

can be usually implemented as so-called beacon.

That is, when a wireless ad hoc network starts up,

the nodes in the network may start the config-

uration algorithm to determine the overall topology

and link qualities of the network, which is then

used by the routing protocol in order to compute

the best-quality per-hop relaying routing path for

any pair of source and destination. Note here that

the routing protocol should be modified to use top-

ology information. The overall topology including

link qualities can be represented as two-dimen-

sional adjacent matrix of |V| × |V| (or n × n), where

each item in the matrix represents the respective

link quality. Therefore, for a pair of source and

destination, each node can compute whether or not

it is involved in the routing path; more specifically,

it can know whether it is a forwarding node or a

relay for a cooperatively relaying routing path.

A simple implementation of the above algorithm

is to use source routing mechanism. That is, the

source computes the best-quality cooperatively

relaying routing path and includes the routing path

in the transmitted packet header. Then, inter-

mediate nodes know the next hop nodes by prob-
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ing the packet header. The packet is then coopera-

tively transmitted hop by hop as explained in

Section 2.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the performance of the two pro-

posed cooperation models for PLC and PNC is

evaluated using ns-2 network simulator [30]. After

introducing the simulation environment including

parameters, simulation results are discussed. Note

here that the superiority of PLC and PNC is sys-

tematically and quantitatively demonstrated in

terms of network performance via extensive com-

puter simulation.

5.1 Simulation Environment

To take bit error rate (BER) into consideration

when determining the success or failure of the re-

ceived signal, the ns-2 network simulator was

modified as in [17]. This is based on three-step

process: (1) compute SINR, (2) look up the

BER-SINR curve to obtain BER, and (3) calculate

frame error rate (FER) and determine whether to

receive or drop the frame. More detailed in-

formation about the process can be found in [17].

It is assumed that 50 mobile nodes move over

a square area of 300 × 1500m2. Each simulation has

been run for 900 seconds. The propagation channel

of two-ray ground reflection model is assumed

with a data rate of 2Mbps. The environment noise

level of -83dBm is modeled as a Gaussian random

variable with standard deviation of 1dB. Noise level

of –83dBm is used in this performance study to

simulate a harsh communication environment (see

the SINR equation in Section 2).

Four constant bit rate (CBR) sources transmit

UDP-based traffic of 2 packets per second and the

data payload of each packet is 512 bytes long.

Source-destination pairs are randomly selected.

Mobile nodes are assumed to move randomly ac-

cording to the random waypoint model [31] with

node speed of 0～5 m/sec. Pause time between

moves varies from 0 to 900 seconds. Note that the

pause time of 0 second simulates a constant mov-

ing, high mobility scenario. The pause time of 900

seconds simulates a static scenario. Ad-hoc

On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [32] routing

protocol is used to discover a routing path for a

given source-destination pair. Note here that the

AODV routing protocol was modified to use top-

ology information as explained in Section 4.

Performance metrics are packet loss ratio and

per-route goodput which represent the high-level

multihop performance of error probability and ca-

pacity, respectively. (i) The packet loss ratio is the

ratio of the number of lost data packets over the

number of data packets sent by the source. (ii)

Per-route goodput is the application level through-

put which is sometimes given by the inverse of

the averaged end-to-end data packet delay.

5.2 Simulation Results and Discussion

Simulation results comparing three models for

PLC, PNC and no cooperation (NC) are presented

in this subsection. Fig. 5(a) shows the packet loss

ratio for PLC, PNC and NC with environment noise

level of -83dBm. As expected, PLC and PNC out-

perform NC regardless of mobility. This is due to

the fact that noisy environment makes wireless

links more unreliable and cooperative diversity is

effectively exploited in PLC and PNC. It is also ob-

served in the figure that PLC is slightly better than

PNC. Fig. 5(b) shows the per-route goodput with

PLC, PNC and NC for varying mobility. Except for

very high mobility, PNC and PLC achieve better

per-route goodput than NC for the given harsh en-

vironment (-83dBm). As in the packet loss ratio,

PLC yields slightly better goodput than PNC. In

Fig. 5, it may be unexpected that performance fluc-

tuates as pause time increases, particularly at

pause time less than 100 seconds. However, the

same trend has been consistently observed in other

simulation-based studies including [33,34]. This is
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Fig. 6. Impact of network traffic on delivery performance.

due to the complex interplay among MAC- and

routing-layer protocols in mobile ad hoc networks.

In bandwidth-limited wireless networks, net-

work traffic is one of the most important system

parameters. High traffic causes network con-

gestion resulting in unexpected packet drops that

badly degrade delivery performance. Fig. 6 shows

the impact of the network traffic on packet loss

ratio. During simulation, the pause time was fixed

at 100 seconds and the two network traffic param-

eters of 4 sessions and 2 packets per second were

applied as default values. As can be expected, more

packets are lost or dropped as network traffic

increases. The packet-loss ratio quickly increases

when the traffic goes beyond a threshold of 8 pack-

ets per second and 14 sessions in the simulation

as shown in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. This

is because network overhead rapidly increases be-

yond the threshold resulting in network congestion.

As in Fig. 5, PLC and PNC still outperform NC

and PLC is slightly better than PNC.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, two cooperation models for PLC

and PNC and a cooperative routing algorithm for

exploiting cooperative diversity in wireless ad hoc

networks were proposed. The proposed PLC and

PNC are represented as an edge-weighted graph

with effective link quality and, then, transformed

into a simplified graph by which the cooperative

routing algorithm with O(n2) time was developed,

where n is the number of nodes in the network.

According to computer simulation, the effective-
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ness of the proposed algorithm for both cooperation

models was proved in a sample network.

The proposed cooperation models can be applied

to further studies of cooperative diversity in wire-

less ad hoc networks. The proposed cooperative

routing algorithm can be more efficient for static

networks which are the case for most sensor net-

work scenarios. However, it becomes more com-

plicated in case the network supports node mobility

because periodical update of graph model is needed.

Future studies should consider designing dis-

tributed algorithms and supporting node mobility.
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